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Make in India could hit tech transfer rewall
Rahul Singh, Hindustan Times, New Delhi |Updated: Feb 17, 2015 11:44 IST
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The Red Bull team during rehearsals for the Aero India Show 2015, which begins on Wednesday in Bengaluru.
(Kashif Masood/HT Photo)

The litmus test of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Make in India push will be his
government’s ability to extract top-end military technologies from foreign governments
and contractors, enabling India to build advanced weapon systems indigenously.
The fortunes of the much-touted campaign — aimed at cutting dangerous dependence on
foreign supplies and ultimately getting a toehold in the global export market —will depend
on the willingness of suppliers to share sophisticated technologies in which they have
invested years and billions.
Foreign suppliers will require a strong incentive for such collaboration, if at all they decide
to ease restrictions on transfer of technology. Indian and global experts are sharply
divided over whether the Make in India pitch will set the stage for the country to master
real technologies or will only see weapons rolling off the Indian assembly line.
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Getting top-end tech tough
Speaking exclusively to HT, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) chief T Suvarna Raju
seriously doubted the possibility of proprietary or government/company-restricted
technologies owing into India.
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“No country will part with such top-class technologies. Only strategic considerations can
change that,” said Raju. He explained even India’s defence procurement rules laid down
that suppliers could hold back 15% of high-end technologies.
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Foreign players argue that liberalising foreign direct investment (FDI) beyond the existing
49% could help solve the problem. Yves Guillaume, president India, Airbus Group, said, “It
would be much easier for us to transfer cutting-edge technologies to a joint venture in
India in which we have management control.”
No need to lift FDI cap
But some experts believe India should not concede to the demand of foreign suppliers to
further raise the cap on FDI, arguing that company ownership patterns may have nothing
to do with lifting restrictions on technology transfer.
HAL’s former boss RK Tyagi is one of them. He said, “We need to tell them either share
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HAL’s former boss RK Tyagi is one of them. He said, “We need to tell them either share
technology or don’t come to us. India is a huge market with great export potential.” Tyagi
added there was no mathematical equation to work out a formula for technology transfer
and the quantum would ultimately depend on “the size of the market and the visibility of
orders.”
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Proponents of higher FDI believe foreign suppliers will take the responsibility of the
product only if they have management control over the company producing it.
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Limited tech transfer helps too
Licensed production of foreign equipment or ‘Make in India’ is not the same as
indigenising it or ‘Made in India.’ In the rst case, India will co-produce systems with a
foreign collaborator with technology transfer. But real indigenisation or ‘Made in India’
implies the country has designed and developed the systems and owns intellectual
property.
“Coca Cola is made all over the world, but will they ever share the formula? No one will
give you source codes for missiles. But limited technology transfer can also be good value
addition as it will help us branch out in the sector and also create jobs,” said former IAF
chief Air Chief Marshal Fali Major.
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Slippery slope
Technology transfer is a slippery slope India has gone down before. Crucial projects hit by
it involve Scorpene submarines, T-90S tanks, the long range surface-to-air missile (LRSAM) and the Sukhoi-30 MKI ghters.
“If a foreign rm does not transfer technology, its top management must be held criminally
liable for making false declarations. More than 90% value capture happens in technology,”
said Ashok Atluri, managing director, Zen Technologies, an indigenous rm that
manufactures simulators.
Private players have mostly been doing peripheral work in defence sector — ranging from
fuselage assembly for US defence giant Boeing’s Chinook heavy lift choppers to making
cabins for American rm Sikorsky’s S-92 helicopters. Atluri said, “We will be doing a pizza
delivery job without in ux of cutting-edge technologies.”
Absorbing tech
The capacity of Indian companies to absorb high-end technologies has been a subject of
heated debate and has been questioned by some foreign vendors. “It’s not as simple as
throwing designs and drawings across the wall. The aerospace ecosystem has to be such
that India becomes globally competitive,” said a top executive of an American aerospace
rm.
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The US recently agreed to share with India high-end technologies related to aircraft
carriers, unmanned aerial vehicles and hot engines for ghters. Nothing stops Modi from
using his diplomatic clout to get foreign governments to guarantee technology transfer.
TOMORROW, Part 3: Will the public sector yeild ground to private players
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